
when it comes to builder loans, we nail it!



Service
serving our builder clients  

is our top priority

Satisfaction
the proof is  

in our scores

Creativity  
attention to detail  

and high capture rates

Knowledge
you’ll love  

our underwriting

Reporting
weekly  

status reports

We “get it”
extended rate locks  

to 270 days

Find Out Why Builders Are Using Us. 

At New American Funding we understand how important relationships 
and marketing are to build a successful business – with lifetime clients. 
New American Funding provides the marketing tools and resources that 
take the heavy lifting out of staying in touch with clients and cultivating 
new business.  

I am the mortgage expert you can count on. 

Because we are so professed at marketing, when you close a loan with 
us, we are able to include you on subsequent marketing to that client, 
keeping you top of mind.
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service

Serving Our Builder Clients is  
Our Number One Priority

Your clients will have face-to-face opening and closing meetings 

with one of our dedicated Builder Loan Specialists and constant 

communication during their entire escrow. You will work with a 

hand-picked New American Funding Loan Officer trained in builder 

lending. Your LO constantly updates his or her skills and knowledge 

to make sure he or she understands the needs and concerns 

of your homebuyers at every phase of construction. Your sales 

associates and their homebuyers will receive regular updates and 

feedback from their New American Funding Builder Team and will 

remain engaged throughout the entire process. This makes for a 

more satisfying relationship and ensures a high level of homebuyer 

retention from beginning to end.

satisfaction

We nail it when it comes to happy customers, elated builder 

clients, and repeat business. Visit our builder website, 

newamericanfunding.com/builder and contact us today.

We Earn Repeat Builder Business



creativity knowledge & convenience

They say that genius is 1% inspiration and 99% perspiration. Our 

New American Funding Loan Officers are problem solving geniuses, 

which is why our Builder Team has one of the highest capture rates 

in the industry. When an applicant doesn’t fit neatly into other 

lenders’ simple pre-qualification formulas, our team members roll up 

their sleeves and get to work. Often we find a little more income, 

suggest a more appropriate loan program, or take a deeper look into 

a credit reporting inaccuracy. We’ll do everything we can to achieve 

underwriting approval and save your client from cancellation.

Attention to Detail - It’s Our Secret 
to High Capture Rates

We don’t outsource our underwriting services. We are a Direct 

Lender, and are a Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and Ginnie Mae Direct 

Seller/Servicer. If the loan file fits their Agency guidelines, we can 

do it! Being Agency approved means fewer overlays for you and 

your clients. In addition, approvals are faster, providing a more 

streamlined process for your homebuyers.

You’ll Love Our Underwriting



we get it stable yet flexible

Nothing is more frustrating  than having your buyer cancel due to a 

change in rates and sudden lack of affordability. We understand your 

business which is why our Extended Rate Lock can be a lifesaver 

during a new home construction process. We keep your buyers 

locked in with our Extended Rate Lock and your buyers comfortable 

with our free float down, while giving you, the builder, the extra 

assurance of a reliable closing. 

Extended Rate Locks up to 270 Days

Most banks have limited flexibility in qualifying your homebuyers. At 

New American Funding, we’re a full-service mortgage banker, which 

means you’ll benefit from our stability and flexibility without the 

rigidity of larger banks. We offer more programs, more products, and 

quicker solutions.

We’re Like a Major Bank -  
Except With Much More Flexibility



on time closings every time reporting

Take those standing inventory homes off your books and close them 

on time, every time.

For standard closings, have the peace of mind that your buyers 

will close on time and stress free. Our in-house underwriting 

and processing teams ensure your homebuyers and sales teams 

receive faster answers, quicker collection of documents from the 

borrower, constant communication and excellent customer  

service throughout.

On Time Deliveries and Industry Leading 
Closings on Standing Inventory

When New American Funding is your lender, you ALWAYS know 

what’s happening with your pipeline and where you stand. Detailed, 

timely, accurate reports arrive in your inbox weekly; one for your 

buyers, and another for your prospects. And when there’s a special 

situation you need to be aware of, you’ll get an email or a phone 

call… or both! Our communication is transparent. No more lender-

chasing. Now you can focus on construction and sales! 

Weekly Status Reports



when it comes to builder loans, 
we nail it!

in-house servicing

When all is said and done, New American Funding will come through 

for you and your buyers. We’re friendly, fast, flexible, experienced, 

and stable. Our Direct Agency approvals, wide array of mortgage 

products, and proven commitment to customer service means just 

one thing: we’ll nail it each and every time.

Give New American Funding a try as your back-up or primary new 

home construction lender. We don’t disappoint!

We Come Through for You

Our courteous account experts will make sure your customers’ 

payments and questions are handled deftly and respectfully, now 

and throughout the future.

In-House Servicing  

VISIT US ONLINE: 
newamericanfunding.com/builder
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